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Simon Callery, Red and Orange Contact Painting: Ponte Stura, 2021, Detail
Simon Callery, Red and Orange Contact Painting: Stura di Lanzo, 2021
Canvas, distemper, thread and wood, 240x148x18 cm
Simon Callery, *Red and Orange Contact Painting: Ponte Stura*, 2021
Canvas, distemper, thread and wood, 202x176x17 cm
Simon Callery, Red and Orange Contact Painting: Stura, 2021

Canvas, distemper, thread and wood, 141x156x18 cm
Simon Callery, Wallspine Rehearsal, 2021
Watercolor, pencil, collaged paper. 26.5x38 cm
Simon Callery, Sebald Has, 2019
Gouache, watercolor, pencil, printed text, paper, 36x24.5 cm

Simon Callery, Sebald Write, 2019
Gouache, watercolor, pencil, printed text, paper, 38x25 cm
Simon Callery, *L-Blue (small)*, 2020
Canvas, wood, distemper, thread, 63x31x11 cm

Simon Callery, *L-inverted (Blue)*, 2020
Canvas, thread, wood, 74x51x12.5 cm
Simon Callery, Slot, 2020
Canvas, distemper, thread, wood, 61x36x10 cm
Western culture is emphatically visual. We surround ourselves with images and everyone is capable of producing and sharing images. We work and we play in an image-based world. For a painter, this is as significant as the invention of photography in the 1830’s, which as we know, generated the first murmurs of the death of painting. We are visually sophisticated but there is now such a stress on the visual the other senses are left out of many activities. Something is missing and we are out of balance.

I have worked with archaeologists for many years and on many different sites in Britain. Witnessing the process of excavation offered me an education not on the curriculum at art school. Excavation sites are places where the relationship between time and material (the hidden central concern for the painter) is revealed most clearly. I learnt quickly that if we have questions about our relationship with the landscape then relying on what we can see does not take you far. A deeper connection calls for an involvement of all the senses. Through archaeology and the landscape as a model, I have grown sensitive to the physical world and to materiality. I feel little need to produce images or make pictures since everyone else is already doing it.

Over the winter I have been working in the dry riverbeds and on the banks of the Stura di Lanzo on the periphery of Turin in North Italy. I throw down my lengths of coloured canvas and I crawl over the fabric and mark it with graphite. I cut and pierce it with a knife and scissors where I feel contact with the stony geological surface underneath. I am not interested in making an image of this place. I want to work with it physically and the marks and cuts in the canvas record the points where I touch the material landscape and where it touches me. It feels like a collaboration. All the canvas is taken back to the studio where I begin a process of stitching and assembling. Everything takes place on the floor. At the front of my mind is the thought that I am trying to make a painting that can operate on a physical register. I think of these works as 'contact paintings'.

How would you describe the relationship between images and contemporary society? How does your work react to it?
doing that. What I do want to do is to make paintings that are for the body as much as for the eye.

Could you elaborate on the 'inside' and 'outside' surfaces of your paintings and its connection to landscape? What qualities you find in landscape and what can we learn from it?

When I started to work outside in the landscape (or the urban environment) I stopped using conventional stretched canvas. I now use long lengths of loose canvas I can roll up, throw over my shoulder and work on, as I go from place to place. I stitch these sheets together to construct paintings with an internal space or void, giving the work a 'body'. I equate this body with the open body of the excavated landscape and its role is to seek a connection with the body of the viewer of the painting. I have replaced many of the traditional mark making processes found in painting with a physical equivalent; for line, I make a cut or I sew a line; for the illusion of depth, I construct an actual space, and for narrative, I leave evidence of how the work has been made.

The function of all of these counteractions is to establish a language for painting based in materiality. The paintings do not operate a static single viewing point. I encourage a viewer to move, from the external front face of the painting over to one side, and then across to the other side to investigate the internal space of the work, moving seamlessly from the outside to the inside. Working in landscape taught me that all our senses are alert and balanced when we are in motion.
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